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1. Introduction

Learning Management System (or 

that enables the management and delivery of 

learning content and resources to students. 

Most LMS systems are web-based to facili

tate “anytime, anywhere” access to learning 

content and administration. 

The Shareable C ontent O bject R ef

erence Model (SC O R M) is a standard for 

dividual instruction elements are combined 

on a technical level and sets conditions for 

SC O R M is distributed by the A dvanced D is

(D oD ).

Learning M anagem ent System  and

Shareable Content Object Reference M odel

Abstract:Educational M anagement Software is on an increase stage of development. Almost all has 

good intentions and much has bright ideas at the heart of it. Some is weighty with academic pedigree, some 

is joyous but slight. Some is ostentatious and some is badly inept.

Various proposals have been advanced for standardizing this kind of software in one way or another, 

published mostly in the form of guidelines, and some of these have been recommended formally for adoption 

in particular localities or projects. 

There are standards which refer to the programming itself and others concerned with the way a pro-

gram should behave in relation to a manager, registrar, teacher or a student using it. Standards have also 

been put forward on modes of operation, on presentation, on documentation, on packaging and on classi-

fication.

Key W ords:
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With the entrance of Romania in the 

unique quality models is related more often 

education boundary.

standing of quality of education.

This idea is underline also by control 

Learning and Youth Ministry of Romania 

Assurance in H igher Education) and CN CSIS 

learning of the educational system.

The necessity of integrated informat

ics systems is an obvious requirement of the 

mentioned entities (but nether the less from 

the enhancement of the quality of attendance 

less system.

eryone;

Efficiency of human and resort re

Easiness of internal administration 

Permanent real time access for the 

university;

rial and online test;

Removing the bureaucracy and long 

time resolving results;

cial and economics activities;

gaged entities in local educational system;

Easiness for learning techniques;

Enhancement for student attention 

management activities;

niques;
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2. Stages in development of an 

integrated informatique system

all has good intentions and much has bright 

a student using it. Standards have also been 

and on classification.

tinctly uncongenial. These usually reveal 

stances.

tive.

sure a successful functioning of the system 

maintenance.

tant in the successful functioning of such a 

informatic system. The general statements is 

Maintenance 

software 

process

Design

Codding

Testing

Install

Software 

development 

process

Efficient analysis of 

functional services to be 

inform atized

Fig. 1: Stages of maintenance and development of an Integrated Informatized System 
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usa. .

„Knowledge Management Systems for Business”

It should be mentioned that such a sys

3. Conclusions

uncut gems.

Evaluating educational management 

It should give enjoyment, real time re-

sults and positive feedback.


